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The following is for guidance and information
purposes only and does not confer any
qualifications.
It remains the responsibility of the pilot in
command to carry out comprehensive pre-flight
planning based on current data from approved
sources.





RNAV is short for 'Area Navigation'. Rather than flying directly over
navigation aids (VOR, NDB etc) on the ground or via intersects resulting in a
slightly zig-zag course, aircraft computers are able to 'create' an imaginary
navigation aid based on a direction and distance from a real one on the
ground. This can enable a straight line flight path to be flown from origin to
destination.
RNAV is also loosely used to describe any 'straight line' navigation method
and more recently GPS is supplementing conventional navaids.





LNAV and VNAV are parts of the flight guidance system used on aircraft and
are acronyms for 'Lateral Navigation' and 'Vertical Navigation'.
LNAV is the route flown over the ground. The plane may be using VORs,
GPS, DME, or any combination of the above, though in modern aircraft it is
not apparent to the pilot, as he enters his route as specified in the clearance
and flight plan into the FMS (Flight Management System). The route shows
up as a magenta line on the flight display and can send signals to the flight
director which can be followed by the autopilot or can be hand flown.





Vertical Navigation (VNAV) is where specified altitudes at particular
waypoints are entered into the FMS, and the computer figures the best way
to accomplish these levels. The computer will also calculate a “top of
descent” point to begin a descent thus crossing the next waypoint in the
most economical manner and assisting in the Continuous Descent Approach
(CDA).
So, in summary, RNAV is a method of navigation, and LNAV/VNAV are
subsystems of the autoflight system. LNAV is the course (in 2 dimensions)
across the ground, and VNAV is the flight path (in 2 dimensions) in the
vertical plane.



These elements can then be used in the Approach phase:



RNAV (GNSS) Approaches





LNAV(GNSS) is an instrument approach procedure, which utilizes lateral
guidance based on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data.
Barometric Vertical Navigation (BARO VNAV) is an instrument approach
procedure, which utilizes lateral and vertical guidance but does not meet the
requirements established for precision approach and landing operations
(ICAO DOC 8168). It presents computed vertical guidance to the pilot
referenced to a specific Vertical Path Angle (VPA). The on-board avionics
computer calculates vertical guidance data based on barometric altitude and
displays correction guidance based on this. It is either computed as a
geometric path between two waypoints or an angle from a single waypoint.











SBAS (Satellite Based Augmentation System) uses GNSS signals augmented by
EGNOS (European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service), which was
developed by the European Space Agency and provides APV (Approach with
Vertical guidance). These are also referred to as LPV (Localiser precision with
Vertical Guidance). The on-board avionics computer resolves vertical
guidance data based on a geometrical path in space rather than barometric
altitude and offers suitably equipped aircraft an ‘ILS look-alike’ approach.
BARO VNAV/APV procedures are published with a decision altitude/height
(DA/H) but are not precision approaches and must not be confused with
precision approach procedures.
RNAV within the Channel Island Control Zone
Alderney currently has RNAV(GNSS) SBAS
Guernsey currently has RNAV(GNSS) BARO VNAV (13th Dec 2012)
Jersey will have RNAV(GNSS) LNAV (4th April 2013). BARO VNAV & SBAS
proposed by Q4 2013.









The RNAV approach is designed on a standard “T” bar with arcs for
each Initial Approach Fix (IAF) permitting straight-in, left base, and
right base joins.
For each IAF arcs display the Terminal Arrival Area (TAA) lowest
terrain safe altitude and provide an indication of the direction from
which the aircraft’s equipment can comfortably “establish” on the
procedure.
It should be noted that these levels are below the published RNAV
platform altitude of 2000ft, which is the lowest level that controllers
should allocate to an aircraft carrying out this type of approach.
Approaches are speed limited to max 210kts.

IAFs showing
permissible joining
angles for each

Missed approach
flyby waypoints.
Missed approach hold
right hand and speed
limited with lowest
holding 2000ft and
max 5000ft
Missed approach
altitude climbing
3000ft. Note:
aircraft may not
be level 3000ft
before turning
south

Platform altitude
2000ft

IAFs showing
permissible joining
angles for each

Platform altitude
2000ft

Note: Missed
approach climbing
3000ft and hold left
hand and speed
limited with lowest
holding 2000ft and
max 5000ft



RNAV missed approach altitude of 3000ft.

(Note: Aircraft are not required to be level 3000ft by a particular point)





Aircraft will follow a route via “flyby” waypoints to a Hold
south/south east of the Airfield, or “as directed by ATC”
Speed limit of 185kts with lowest holding altitude 2000ft and
maximum 5000ft.



RNAV (GNSS) approaches are pilot-interpreted non-precision approaches and are handled
in the same way as other non-precision approaches.

• Standard ATC procedures for sequencing and separating aircraft will apply at all times
during RNAV approaches. Standard IFR separation will be provided for all IFR traffic.
• Pilots will request clearance to fly the procedure. Clearance to fly the procedure permits the
pilot to fly in accordance with the published procedure, following the descent profile.
• The approach commences at the IAF (Initial Approach Fix). This may also be referred to as
the IAWP (Initial Approach Way Point). Pilots may request vectors for the IAF or may elect to
self-position.
• Aircraft should normally be cleared to an IAF. Controllers should not issue, and pilots
should not accept, vectors to any point inside the FAF (Final Approach Fix), which can also be
referred to as FAWP, at any time. When necessary for operational or traffic reasons, aircraft
may be vectored to a point on the final approach track no later than the Final Approach Fix.
Aircraft to be vectored to the final approach track in this way must be informed of this
requirement as soon as possible.
• Once an approach has commenced, the aircraft should be allowed to self-position for the
approach. Vectors should not then be given unless safety is at risk



Cleared RNAV approach, runway (number), (report at
[IAF designator])



Report established on final approach track; or,



Report 2 miles from final approach fix; or,



Report final approach fix.



GNSS reported unreliable (or GNSS may not be available
[due to interference]): in the vicinity of (location)
(radius) [from (time) to (time) (or until further notice)].















Facility
Lowest DH/MDH (ft)
ILS
200
GNSS/SBAS (LPV)
250
GNSS (LNAV)
250(Jersey higher due terrain)
GNSS/Baro-VNAV (LNAV/VNAV)
250
LOC with or without DME
250
SRA (terminating at ½ NM)
250
SRA (terminating at 1 NM)
300
SRA (terminating at 2 NM or more)
350
VOR
300
VOR/DME
250
NDB
350
NDB/DME
300







There can be occasions when the SiS can fall below that
required for the type of approach, these can be forecast and
are obtained from the AUGUR WEBSITE –
http://augur.ecacnav.com/augur/app/npa (next two sides
give examples)
RNAV (GNSS) LNAV approaches will not be possible when
coverage is degraded and RAIM is unavailable.
Airborne equipment should monitor consistency of signal and
have fault detection and exclusion(FDE). Pilots should inform
ATC if unable to continue the Approach and fly the missed
approach procedure or request alternative approach.



Graphic format.

Note RAIM unavailability for EGJJ during certain times.



Text format.

Note RAIM unavailability for EGJJ during certain times.
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www.pplir.org/rnavmanual
http://www.theairlinepilots.com/forumarchiv
e/quickref/euopsjeppesen.pdf







If you have further questions, you may direct
these to Jersey ATC where we shall attempt to
answer these.
Points of contact:
Richard Price
Les Smallwood

446086
446085

